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Once you have experienced the art of riding your life will never be the same, and for 
most riders it is a lifelong passion. Riding is the second largest youth sport in Sweden, but 
it is also an almost mythical sport for those who have never tried it. This project aims to 
create a stable to showcase the equestrian world to a greater audience. A National Rid-
ing Arena, designed form the perspective of horses, riders and visitors.
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 visitor  horseEXISTING STABLE STRUCTURE 1:1000     Existing siteplan and current stable with about 50 horses; both riding school and private horses.
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SITE: DJURGÅRDEN, STOCKHOLM

Djurgården is part of the world’s first National City Park. The area is unique because of the beau-
tiful nature, the rich culture and great recreational value, as well as its direct proximity to the city 
centre. The Royal National City Park is Sweden’s most-visited recreation area. I believe this to be the 
ultimate place for a national riding arena in Sweden. 

1. Nature: To have access to large green enclosures for the horses to enjoy every day is an absolute 
must. It is also very important to have larger areas of nature around the stable to be able to ride 
out regularly. 

2. Location: The proximity to the city centre, and the possibility to alternative transportation, such as 
bus or bike, enables a greater audience, particularly young people. 

3. Visitors: The site is situated in Sweden’s most visited recreational area, in between the famous 
Kaknästornet and Djurgårdskanalen. There is a constant flow of people in the area, year-around, 
and a variety of recreations are highly sought-after. 

4. Context: This is an area of Stockholm where you will find a multitude of grand designs; buildings 
of all scales and eras. It has got both a fantastic cultural heritage and exemplary contemporary build-
ings. What ties it all together is that most buildings are very well executed, with a lot of thought to 
both details as well as the landscape. 

I choose this specific site on Djurgården because there is an existing stable here, that is too small, 
about 40 years old and in desperate need of renovation.

LANDSCAPE

I have worked with the landscape to enhance the buildings and to frame the main sightlines as well as pathways. The 
most prominent change in the landscape is that I have moved the road. The existing road runs between the stable and 
the green enclosures. I have now changed it so that the road goes behind the stables, leaving a clear path to the enclo-
sures and the view towards the north. This creates the section; 

Forest - road - trees - stable - path - fields
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View when approaching the site from the road View when approaching the building



CONVENTIONAL STABLE

There are two rows of boxes, and the horses move in an isle between the box-
es. The isle is usually to narrow, so that the boxes need to be closed to prevent 
horses in the boxes from reaching passing horses. This creates isolated boxes 
where the horses can not socialise with each other. The rider prepares the horse 
for a ride in the box or in the isle. This makes the box-front full of things, and 
most stables look exactly like the picture. Since everything happens in the stable, 
it is always noisy and many horses gets very stressed. Sometimes the boxes have 
windows to the outside, but it can also be a wall to the riding arena without 
windows. Horses eat in the box, usually on the floor, and the feed can therefore 
mix with dung and dirt. Also, it becomes less social since the lower walls are sol-
id. 
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NEW STABLE TYPOLOGY

In this stable, I have placed everything surrounding preparing the horse for a ride, to an other 
building; the Grooming Stable. This allows the stable to be built only for the horses best. You enter 
the box from the outside, and the door is in two parts, allowing one to be open when it’s warm 
enough. The upper part of the facade is glazed for a good view out, as well as daylight. Between 
the boxes, is a “feeding-table” where every horse has its own crib to eat. The distance is enough so 
they can not reach each other, so the boxes are very open towards the middle. There is also win-
dows above the feeding table, to naturally light the entire stable. This creates a very social environ-
ment for the horses. The feed is transported on a rail-hung cart. Underneath the feeding-table is a 
rolling hoop that takes the dung to containers.

GROOMING STABLE

This is a social environment where everyone is joined together instead of spread out in the separate boxes. 
All of the equipment is easy to reach and the riding arena is in the next room. This is also an environment 
were visitors can interact with the horses and riders as well as see how everything is done. The visitor can 
either join the riders in the grooming stable, or view the events from the restaurant that is above it. I have 
also introduced a lounge area outside the stable office, where the riders can take care of the tack, relax 
and wait for the assignment of horses before a lesson etc. 

The main idea is that the grooming stable is a vibrant and social environment, while the stables are kept 
calm and relaxing for the horses well-being.  

STABLES

The program for this stable is both riding school and private horses, with room for 86 horses in total. This means that there will 
be activity throughout the entire day. I have designed the entire facility from the perspective of the horse, rider and visitor. 

HORSE FACTS

A horse is a flight animal that lives in a pack. It is awake about 20h/day, and when it sleeps, it can both sleep standing up 
and lying down, but can only reach deep sleep while lying down, wich it only does when it feels safe. Because of their flight 
instinct, the horses want to have a good overview of their environment and the rest of the horses. In wild life, horses eat about 
12-14h/day, and are constantly moving. The horses are very sensitive to dust in the air and need very good ventilation. It is 
often best to have good natural ventillation, and the stable does not have to be very warm. They prefer a humidity between 
50-70%. The light controls many bodily functions for the horse, such as the lenght of the fur, reproduction and dayrythm. Re-
garding sound, it is both bad to have too much and too little. Too much creates stress, and too little creates a feeling of isolation 
with the horse. It is important to avoid constant sound pollution, such as loud fans etc. 

I have regarded the needs of the horse and 
challenged the conventional way to build a stable. 

ROOLING HOOPS FOR MANAGING DUNG

STABLE PLAN 1:100

STABLE SECTION 1:20



RIDING ARENA

A stable with 86 horses needs two normal arenas. The problem 
with that is that you get two equal arenas, that can be used for 
the exact same things. I have developed a larger arena that will 
fill the functions of the two separate arenas, as well as create a 
larger space more suitable for jumping, racing and fitness training 
of the horses. 

SOUTH ELEVATION 1:200

SECTION A 1:100

DRESSAGE ARENA
Most common type of indoor arena. Size 
varies from most common size is 60x25m.

Variety of spaces needed in different forms of riding. Today almost all indoor riding arenas are build for dressage. 

It can also become one large arena, providing a perfect envier-
onment for showjumping and other space demanding activities 
such as gymkhana. 

A stable of this sice needs two arenas. To only 
add another arena of the same size, provides 
you with the exact same possibilities of riding.

Conventional
riding arena

Combining them into one bigger arena to get a more flexible 
space that better suits a greater variety of riding.

The two most common things to ride is a circle or following the 
outer track. Here I wrap the second arena around the first by 
breaking up the space into to two circles and an outside track.

Finding the best form It can be parted into two arenas by a removable dressage fence..

This allows for two parallelle activities, such as a riding lesson in 
the inner arena and individual riding on the outside, or dressage 
in the middle and stamina work on the outside. 

The large volume is divided into two parts by an added volume 
in between them. To the east is the grooming stable, and to the 
west is the riding arena. In between them is a free standing vol-
ume that contains all the storage on the first level, and the very 
important restaurant on the second level. At the east side there is 
a ramp along the facade to the south, which is the main entrance 
to the restaurant, there are also two stairs an elevator. The restau-
rant is open towards the grooming stable, and is closed of with 
windows towards the arena to reduce the sound. Here, the visitor 
can see exactly how a horse is taken care of, how it is ridden, and 
maybe talk to the rider afterwards. The visitors choose in which 
degree they want to interact with the horses and riders, with sev-
eral decisions throughout their visit. The important thing is that 
they are welcome into the Equestrian world.

SHOWJUMPING ARENA
Showjumping requires much more space than dressage to be able to 
hold a  higher tempo and get good distances between the fences, but 
there are no exact rukes for the size or shape of the arena. Usually out-
door arenas because of the size.

RACETRACK
The racetrack is an oval track, and is usually way too long to build as 
an indoor track. The format of the arena is very good for all horses 
when training stamina, since the oval allowes the horses to keep its pace 
through the corners. 

New form of indoor riding arena development:

NEW INDOOR RIDING ARENA
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STRUCTURAL SYSTEM

My first inspiration for this project was the barn designed by Hugo Häring. I started to work with a visi-
ble construction that would create something beautiful in itself. To be able to work with a slim structure, 
and meet my demands for light, I decided to use EFTE plastic cushions as the facade of the riding arena 
and the walk-mashine.

MATERIAL - EFTE

I choose to work with EFTE cushions because of it’s many good qualities. It is light, easily produced in a 
variety of forms and shapes, is available in both transparent and a white translucent. This is important 
to me because I want the riding arena to be evenly lit, without any direct sunlight, and I have therefore 
only transparent EFTE towards the north, and the rest is a white translucent EFTE plastic. It evaporates 
into gas in case of a fire. Its insulating qualities depends on the amount of laminated layers within the 
cushion, I will have 4, which gives it a U value of 1,48 W/m2K.

Reference: Alnwick Garden Pavilion, United Kingdom 2006, Hopkins Architects
These two pictures displays both the transparant and opaque EFTE cousions. 

Inspiration for construction
Garkau Farm, near Lübeck 1923-5, Hugo Häring

Reference: Tropical hothouse, Aarhus, Denmark, 2009-2013, 
C. F. Møller Architects
This project only uses transparant cousions, and the pictures show the effect at 
night and a detail of the facade. 

The detail axo above describes how the junc-
tion point, managing eight beams, will work. 
The vertical beams are 300 x 200 mm in 
section, and the rest of the beams are 300 x 
100mm in section. At the end of every beam, 
there is a steel plate cut into the wood and 
both glued and bolted into place. At the end 
of the steel plate is a cylindrical   steel joint 
that attatches to the larger cylinder in the 
centre of the joint. This cylinder then con-
tinues upward to join together the 100 mm 
steel fram that makes a distant between the 
wooden beams and the EFTE cousions. Then 
finally the cousions also attatch to the cylin-
der by a steel frame that both holds the cou-
sions and waterproof the structure. 

For ventillation, there are two openable rows of cousions. One on the second storey, and one row at the 
top of the arena. In these places, the frame holding the cousions sits in a second frame that allows it to 
open like a glass window. 

Exploded axo, technichal detail of the structure in the riding arena 1:50

SECTION B 1:100
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